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Abstract 

This paper proposes a method of extracting motion information of a single movement 
object and plurality of movement objects. After area segmentation is performed using a 
difference image between neighboring images, a clear outline of an object and a loss part are 
restored by using edge information and a boosting factor  according to adjustment 
corresponding to a change of an input image. Whether the object is a person or a thing is 
determined by extracting width, height, and size information using the restored object area 
and setting a size of the object based on the extracted information.  To obtain correct 
information of the object, the object is finally extracted by analyzing a shadow area of the 
object generated through the full process and removing the shadow.  The proposed system 
efficiently extracts objects of various images. 
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1. Introduction 

People tracking, which started from an expression of an interaction between a person 
and a computer, has been used in many application fields, such as robot learning, object 
counting, and monitoring systems, and in particular, the importance of the development 
of a monitoring system for automatically discovering an illegal act by recognizing and 
tracking people using cameras is increasing day-by-day. Examples of security systems 
popularly used presently are an unmanned monitoring system, an identification 
verification system, and a criminal search system used in department stores or shops.  
Since a function of real-time extracting an action of a person, tracking and recognizing 
the person, and processing the meaning of the action is essential to security systems, 
such as a subway safety-accident prevention system and a risk prevention and 
management system, for monitoring and tracking people, a correct people movement 
tracking technique may be a core technique for the security systems.  Methods of 
acquiring and tracking people moving in an indoor environment have been proposed[1].  
However, this paper proposes a method of extracting an object, perceiving a position of 
the object, and tracking and analyzing the object through information learning in a 
complex indoor and outdoor environment with a domestic system instead of an overseas 
system. 
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2. Multiple Objects Extraction 
2.1. Overall system flowchart 

In general, people tracking is performed by extracting people from a record of a 
video or image and analyzing position information and a movement pattern, such as an 
action, of people to be tracked. Many methods are proposed to extract people; 
particularly, the representative ones are “model-based”, “shape-based”, and “method 
using statistical characteristics of blobs”. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Multi-object extraction system flowchart 

 

This paper proposes multi-object extraction, which is correct and robust to indoor 
and outdoor noise, by merging edge information of moving objects and removing 
shadows obstructing extraction of an original size of each object, as shown in Figure 1. 
 
2.2. Histogram equalization 

A camera and an image sensor must manage well not only a brightness and darkness 
contrast of a scene but also exposure of an image.  In general, a brightness range of 
light is too wide for a sensor to perfectly express.  Once a camera captures an image, it 
is impossible to change the image.  However, it is still possible to change a dynamic 
area of a pixel value of the image.  To do this, the most popularly used scheme is 
histogram equalization[2], which is based on a mathematical scheme of transforming a 
predetermined distribution function to another type of distribution function, wherein a 
brightness value histogram of an input image is an input distribution function, and an 
ideal uniform distribution function is an output function.  That is, histogram smoothing 
is performed for a histogram distribution of the input image to be as uniformly spread 
as possible[3].  To uniformly spread a predetermined distribution, an accumulated 
distribution function may be used.  While an application of this scheme to a continuous 
function results in a transform to a perfectly uniform distribution, an application of 
histogram equalization to a discrete image results in a type of distribution that is more 
or less different from a uniform distribution. 
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Figure 2. Histogram distribution diagram of experimental image 

Figure 2 shows a histogram distribution diagram of an experimental image for 
extracting multi-objects and also shows that a brightness distribution of the image is 
mainly distributed in the middle.  If the brightness distribution is not uniform, an error 
or a problem that is hard to solve may occur in image processing, thus histogram 
equalization is necessary. Figure 3 shows an image obtained by performing histogram 
equalization on the image shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 3. Image and distribution diagram after histogram equalization 

 
2.3. Object extraction 

In the image after histogram equalization, clear outlines of moving objects are 
obtained by merging partial outlines obtained from a difference image between a 
background image and the moving objects and edge information extracted from a color 
image.  A more robust object area is extracted by expanding an area of the moving 
objects using a Boosting factor. 

2.3.1. Object area extraction: A difference image indicates a brightness value 
difference between two pixels corresponding to the same position in two images.  An 
object extraction result shown in Figure 4 may be obtained using Equation (1). 

                                  (1) 

 indicates a brightness value difference between pixels located at coordinates 
x and y[4][5]. 
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Figure 4. Object extraction image obtained through difference image 

 

2.3.2. Object outline enhancement: In this paper, information regarding a position, 
a shape, and a size of an object may be obtained by detecting an edge through a merge 
of edge information detected from the object and an image obtained from a difference 
image, in a method of enhancing outlines of moving objects[6].  In the edge detection 
method used in this paper, edge detection is performed by using a 3×3 Laplacian mask 
of Equation (2). 

 

                                                                                                                   (2) 

 

An edge image shown in Figure 5 is obtained by replacing pixels in which zero-
crossings occur with a white color and the remaining pixels with a black color in an 
experimental image through Equation (2)[7]. 

The picture, which is obtained by magnifying an object in the detected edge image, 
shows that a background and the object are separated from each other along an outline. 

2.3.3. Adaptive object area expansion: As shown in Figure 6, a divided object may 
be extracted case-by-case with only a moving object area obtained from the difference 
image and the detected edge information. 

Because of the above problem, a Boosting factor is applied to the experimental image 
through Equation (3) so that a desired object and divided area can be adaptively 
extracted according to an environment by weighting the object area with the Boosting 
factor and setting a predetermined threshold. 
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Figure 5. Edge image detected from experimental image 

 

 

Figure 6. Normally detected object area (left) and abnormally extracted  

object area (right) 
 

 

(3) 

Figure 7, which is obtained using Equation (3), shows a result image obtained by 
restoring the object divided into two by weighting an empty part, which was not 
extracted as an object, as an object area. 

 

 

Figure 7. Restoration of object area 
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As shown in Figure 8, since an image for  is better for object area expansion than 
for  in the environment of the experimental image, the image for  is used for the 
experiment. 

 

 

Figure 8. Images for i=1 (left) and for i=2 (right) in the Boosting factor  

 
3. Adaptive Labeling 

Labeling is used to apply various functions, such as position information of objects, 
sizes of the objects, and discrimination of a human movement from a vehicle movement.  
In detail, labels having the same number are allocated to all neighboring pixels, and 
labels having different numbers are allocated to other components not connected to 
each other. 

To do labeling, all pixels of an image are examined i.e., whether a corresponding pixel 
was visited before, the number of neighboring pixels, and examining of allocation of a 
number to a corresponding blob. 

 

(4) 

 

Equation (4) determines neighboring pixels based on two conditions while examining 
all pixels of an input image. Here, h denotes a height of the input image, and w denotes 
a width of the input image. Neighboring pixels are determined from pixels (0, 0) to 
(xwidth, yheight) using Equation (4).  If a predetermined pixel is recognized as a pixel of an 
object, whether a next pixel at a next column, i.e., xi+1, is also a pixel of the object is 
examined, and if the next pixel is a pixel of the object, a next pixel is continuously 
examined.  Otherwise, the examination continues from a pixel at a next row, i.e., yi+1, of 
the input image. 

Figure 9 shows images which labeled objects are marked with a rectangle, wherein 
the left one is an input image and the right one is an image obtained by binarizing the 
input image with a threshold suitable for an environment. 
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Figure 9. Simple labeling result 

 

Comparing the images shown in Figure 10, obtained by magnifying the images of 
Figure 9 with each other, since even neighboring pixels having a small size are 
recognized as an object, these neighboring pixels may become noise in extraction of 
moving objects, thereby resulting in a problem in the number of objects. 

 

 

Figure 10. Noise in simple labeling 

 

Unlike general labeling, since the adaptive labeling includes much information, such 
as a size, a width, and a height of each detected object, the number of detected pixels, 
and the number of labels in an image, to be applicable to an indoor and outdoor 
environment, the noise shown in Figure 10 can be canceled using Equation (5) based on 
this information. 

 

            (5) 
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Using Equation (5), pixels having a pixel size equal to or less than a threshold T are 
recognized and removed as noise not included in an object, by checking sizes of pixels 
in each object area.  A result image is shown in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Noise canceling result 

 

Besides, a vehicle, a cart, or the like recognized together with a person can be 
excluded from object recognition by using height and width information of each 
recognized object. 

 
4. Shadow Removing 

According to a binary image shown in Figure 11, a size of a moving object is 
changed because of a shadow of the object.  Shadow removing is required to remove the 
shadow and recognize the original size of the object.  A shadow removing algorithm is 
based on the brightness and darkness of a shadow.  If light is strong, a shadow 
according to the light is dark on the contrary.  A brightness distribution diagram of a 
shadow area is obtained by performing a histogram analysis of V for outputting a 
brightness value in an HSV region[8]. 

For a shadow of a moving object, a histogram of a shadow area in a moving object 
area is analyzed, an intensively distributed part is set as the shadow area, and the 
shadow is removed by removing the shadow area.  To apply the shadow removing 
algorithm to outdoor environments, the minimum brightness value and the maximum 
brightness value are adjusted by setting two brightness thresholds as defined in 
Equation (6) so that the shadow removing algorithm is adaptable to outdoor 
environments. 

 

(6) 
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 denotes an image of a moving object before a shadow thereof is removed, 
and a value greater than the threshold  and less than the threshold  in the image 

 indicates a shadow in a brightness area.  That is, a brightness part of a 
shadow according to light can be determined with the two thresholds.  Figure 12 shows 
an image before shadows therein are removed and an image obtained by removing 
shadows therefrom. 

 

 
 

Figure 12. Image before removing shadows (left) and image after  
removing shadows (right) 

 

Figure 13 shows that a size of a moving object is restored. 

 

 

Figure 13. Size of restored object 
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5. Experimental Result 
5.1. Boosting factor threshold 

The suggested scheme was experimented with image samples captured outside, and 
to perform excellent multi-object extraction in outdoor environments, settings 
optimized to each image are obtained by adjusting a total of four thresholds.  Figure 14 
shows a  value of a Boosting factor suitable for 5 images. 

 

 

Figure 14.  value according to images 

 

As shown in Table 1, 2 and 4 are allocated as the  value, thereby expressing an 
object area clearly in the experimental images.  The  value is adjusted high in most 
dark images and adjusted low in most bright images.  In general, since the Boosting 
factor is constant for the dark images and the bright images, the  value adaptively 
input for the images is valid. 
 
5.2. Noise Remove threshold 

Figure 15 shows a threshold for canceling noise of a result obtained from a relief of 
an object area and a merge of edge information. 

 

 

Figure 15. Cancellation of noise according to image 
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 The minimum pixel size depends on a size of an object in an image.  That is, a Test 
Image 3 is an image in which the largest objects are shown, and a Test Image 4 is an 
image in which the smallest objects are shown. 

 
5.3. Shadow remove threshold 

Figure 16 shows two thresholds used to cancel a shadow.  The maximum threshold 
indicates the maximum value of an area in which a shadow exists among V values 
indicating a brightness area, and the minimum threshold indicates the minimum value 
of an area in which a shadow exists among the V values.  A shadow can be removed by 
removing an area having values between the two thresholds. 

 

 

Figure 16. Distribution of shadows according to image. 
 
5.4. Experiments with image samples  
 

The suggested scheme was experimented with image samples captured in many 
different kinds of environment. As shown in Figure 17, the scheme shows the excellent 
multi-object extraction by using the optimized thresholds. 
 
6. Conclusion 

In the research, an algorithm adaptable to various outdoor environments is proposed, 
wherein a movement of a moving object is estimated by using a difference image 
scheme, a desired object area is expanded by weighting objects in an image with 
Laplacian edge detection and a Boosting factor for unclear objects, a threshold is set 
based on height and width information of each object through labeling, and if a moving 
object corresponds to a value less than or greater than the threshold, the moving object 
is removed as an undesired one. 

In addition, to remove shadows in outdoor environments, a system for searching for 
shadows by a user setting the maximum and minimum thresholds to adjust a brightness 
area of the shadows has been studied. 

Multi-objects are efficiently extracted by using a system developed through this 
research. 
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Beyond the object tracking using a center point based on an object probability 
distribution of an input image, the development of an intelligent multi-object tracking 
algorithm using various unique feature points of objects extracted by the system still 
remains a task for future development. 
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(c)                                                                       (c’) 

Figure 17. Multi-object extraction 
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